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By Eleanor Winters

Dover Publications Inc., United States, 2002. Paperback. Condition: New. 2nd ed.. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Anyone can master the beautiful art of calligraphy, a rewarding pursuit that
requires few tools and no artistic training. This practical guide ? the only book that teaches the
basic Italic hand (also known as Chancery Cursive) in ten easy steps ? offers comprehensive
instructions for beginners.Two expert calligraphers show how to get started, with definitions of
terms and suggestions for assembling materials, choosing a good writing surface, lighting the work
space, posture, placement of the paper, setting up the page, and assembling the pen. After
demonstrating how to make the basic calligraphic strokes, they give specific instructions for
forming letters, numbers, and punctuation. Readers will also find detailed discussions of spacing
and connecting letters; forming words and sentences; drawing swash capitals; changing nibs; using
color; making corrections; and waterproofing their work. Students will also discover an exciting
variety of applications for their new skills, including addressing envelopes, making invitations,
creating personalized stationery, and transcribing special texts or poems. Additional helpful
features include a section of questions and answers and an appendix covering pens, inks, paper,
light boxes, and other useful tools for...
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It is really an amazing pdf which i have possibly go through. Indeed, it really is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very
happy to let you know that this is the best ebook i have got study in my very own life and might be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Eva n Spor er-- Eva n Spor er

This type of book is everything and helped me seeking forward and a lot more. We have go through and so i am confident that i will planning to read again
again later on. You will like just how the blogger create this ebook.
-- Lilla  Stehr-- Lilla  Stehr
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